
[00:00:11] You know, he said, "No, I'm trying to tell you 
something." [00:00:13][1.8] 

[00:00:17] Netanal: Hello and welcome to "Nameless -- Evolution 
Begins Within," a Magazine-style podcast, bridging science, 
mysticism and the human experience. Thank you for joining us. I'm 
your host Julie R. Rackow. For this episode, we are exploring the 
many qualities of love and forgiveness. In our interview segment, 
super excited to announce our new temporary mystical content 
producer, Wendy Tremayne. She talks with writer, philosopher and 
scholar of Comparative Religions Pierre Netanal Miles-Yepez. He 
is trained in both Sufism in Hasidism and is a Professor of 
Religious Studies, as well as the head of the Inayati-Maimuni 
Order of Sufism at Naropa University. In the science segment, 
Amin and I discuss two different articles on the physiological 
effects of forgiving or not forgiving. Then I'll explain a 
forgiveness study using an MRI machine and the patterns they 
reveal in the brain. In "If Not Now, When? Conversations with 
Alice Wyatt," she asks, "Why do we keep people in boxes based on 
their relationship status to us? Is a mother only a mother? Or is 
she allowed to be a woman as well?" Alice pays tribute to her 
mother-in-law, Mary, a beautiful, multifaceted woman who 
unfortunately was often defined by the role she played in her 
family. In our latest field report from the Innernaut, they speak 
on the mysteries of light time, sound and reality. They describe 
the archetypal patterns people enact as being deviations from the 
essence and explain why. So this time we're doing something a 
little bit different for the Innernaut. We're actually going to 
be putting up just the first five minutes of this channelled work 
because it's 20 minutes long and then the rest, if you want to 
hear it, is going to be available on our ListeningIn.Net website. 
[00:02:14][117.4] 

[00:02:45] Julie: "We need to learn to love ourselves first in 
all of our glory and our imperfections. If we cannot love 
ourselves, we cannot fully open to our ability to love others or 
to our potential to create." John Lennon. [00:03:02][17.4] 

[00:03:07] Amin: Before we begin, we invite you to take what 
intrigues you and leave the rest. Our faithful guide in life is 
our felt sense. When we ask ourselves, how does experiencing this 
information or situation feel, we easily find our answer. If it 
doesn't feel right, rop it. Move on. It's not meant for you. The 
same goes for content on our episodes. Some concepts will 
resonate and feel good, sparking something on the inner planes, 
while other information may be confusing or not ring true. In 



those cases, simply leave it behind. We are in a world of the 
great unknown where the human eye perceives less than one percent 
of all available light. So we ask you how much can really be 
known when we cannot see 99 percent of what's in front of us? 
That's why we believe the key to life is asking the question, How 
does this feel in my heart? [00:04:05][58.3] 

[00:04:52] Julie: So let's start out the science section, as we 
do, by defining forgiveness, which means different things to 
different people, but usually it involves a decision of letting 
go of resentment and thoughts of revenge. And later on, I'll even 
explain to you how MRI machines were used in the study of 
forgiveness. Right now, let's talk about the benefits of 
forgiving someone. So forgiveness can lead to healthier 
relationships, improved mental health, less anxiety, stress and 
hostility, lower blood pressure, fewer symptoms of depression, a 
stronger immune system, improved health and improved self-esteem. 
The article goes on to ask, why is it so easy to hold onto a 
grudge I'd like to say, because it's the small and false ego that 
we refer to -- the rambling chatter, the constantly auditioning 
things from the past. So that's part of it. We allow ourselves to 
get hooked on those negative feelings because for some reason 
there's a payoff. There's always a payoff. And what happens is 
then you might find yourself getting swallowed up by the 
bitterness or the sense of injustice. So what are the effects of 
holding onto a grudge? If you're unwilling to forgive, you might 
become more bitter and angry and bring that into every 
relationship, and every new experience. You might become so 
wrapped up in the wrong that you can't enjoy the present moment. 
You may also become depressed or anxious, and you may feel that 
your life lacks meaning or purpose, and that you're at odds with 
your own spiritual beliefs and finally lose valuable and 
enriching connectedness with others. The thing that all humans 
need more than anything else is to feel a connection with another 
being. All right, so that was some information from a staff 
article from the Mayo Clinic. And right now, Amin and I are going 
to discuss an article written by Melissa Healy of the L.A. Times 
called "Forgive and Be Well." UW Madison, psychologist Robert 
Enright, the guru of what many are calling the new science on 
forgiveness. There's a growing core of researchers who think they 
have found that forgiveness, virtually embraced by every 
religious tradition, is the balm for the soul. And it may be the 
medicine for the body. In less than a decade, those preaching and 
studying forgiveness have amassed an impressive slate of 
findings, but they have shown that forgiveness interventions, 
just a couple of short sessions, can improve cardiovascular 



health, diminish chronic pain, relieve depression and boost 
overall quality of life. Those more inclined to forgive 
transgressions also have fewer symptoms of high blood pressure, 
fewer depressive symptoms, and once they hit middle age, they 
have overall mental and physical health better than those who do 
not easily forgive. [00:08:01][188.3] 

[00:08:02] Julie: There's a lot of reasons for you to forgive 
beyond the thought that some religion told you to. [00:08:10]
[8.1] 

[00:08:11] Amin: Well, yeah, it's like you want to carry a 
mansion, or do you want to have a couple of carry ons, because 
you know that's what happens. [00:08:20][8.4] 

[00:08:22] Julie: I think that the religion says, Lay your burden 
down. What greater burden is there than holding a grudge? 
[00:08:29][7.5] 

[00:08:30] Amin: You know, basketball under water, like I talked 
about last week. [00:08:33][2.7] 

[00:08:33] Julie: That's right. Worthington, a Professor of 
Psychology at Commonwealth Virginia University, leading 
researcher on the links between forgiveness and health has put 
many a study subject through the paces of pardoning and measuring 
the resulting physiological effects. Worthington is a believer 
both in the goodness of forgiveness and its power to influence 
health and wellness. The studies rigorously test whether 
forgiveness, including the replacement of hostility and negative 
feelings with compassion, empathy, or love for the offender, can 
blunt or reverse the physiological stress of chronic anger. What 
do you think neurobiology has to say about all this? I know you 
were getting really excited about science earlier. Whadda you 
got? [00:09:18][45.4] 

[00:09:19] Amin: Well, I think we need to conclude with what 
Worthington here says. It's a lot easier to document the 
reduction in bad effects than to document the increase in good 
effects. We're going to hear from Worthington again later about a 
personal experience that he had. So I found this article in 
NeurologyLive.com from Heidi Moab, M.D., called the Neurobiology 
of Forgiveness. So researchers have studied forgiveness and have 
found that the tendency to forgive is a trait linked with a 
certain structural and metabolic characteristic of the brain. So 
this is a voxel-based morphology, which is a new approach to 
looking at the brain structure abnormalities using an MRI. It is 



a data-led technique in which the brain images are normalized and 
then differences between groups anywhere in the brain are 
identified. So they're putting people in the MRIs. They're asking 
them to feel different things to go through different emotions, 
and then they're documenting those areas that light up in the 
MRI. So what they have found is -- it's really interesting -- 
they did this correlation where they asked people for their TTF, 
their tendency to forgive and what really their brain was saying. 
So they asked him these questions before they put them into the 
MRI machine, and then they ask them the questions again to see if 
it correlated with the actual areas that light up in the brain. 
The study was consistent with a lot of results from other 
studies. What they found was researchers have studied 
forgiveness, and they have found the tendency to forgive is a 
trait linked with certain structural and metabolic 
characteristics in the brain. That's what this study was about. 
What they found was that, I don't want to get too "sciencey" on 
you here -- people who have a small, insular cortex, which is 
also associated with the feelings of disgust tend to be more 
forgiving. This suggests people who consider themselves forgiving 
are not as easily offended as people who are. Isn't that 
interesting? So if you're easily offended, then you're less 
likely to forgive. Which is an egoic stance. Both of them are a 
function of the ego. [00:11:29][129.9] 

[00:11:29] Julie: But what you're saying if I can interrupt you 
for a minute, we talk about evolution. We are evolving humans. 
And so what you're saying is that there are some of us who are 
already hardwired? They're already evolved in their molecular 
structure? [00:11:47][18.1] 

[00:11:49] Amin: If we just jump back to the bottom line here, 
the differing brain structural anatomy associated with the 
tendency to forgive suggests that forgiveness could be a trait 
people are born with. I go back to the ego idea and I talked 
about the fight or flight and things that run across the 
placenta, so my curiosity, I don't know...this does not answer 
this question, this IS a question: is that part of it? If the 
brain structure, the difference in the metabolic brain activity 
associated with the inclination to forgive may mean that this 
trait could be altered throughout life. So epigenetic influences 
may include life experiences with trustworthy people or betrayal, 
both of which can set the stage for how a person reacts. Is it 
part of the in utero thing and a part of that? I don't know, but 
this study is really fascinating. So this is one of the other 
parts that they did. One of the studies of volunteers were to 



imagine a report their tendency to forgive. So what they found is 
that the dorsal meta prefrontal cortex is believed to play a role 
in the feelings of others. This low imaginary ability was in 
correlation with lower forgiveness. So if you can't imagine how 
someone else is feeling, if you don't have empathy, how can you 
forgive? I mean, I think those are two sides of the same thing. 
So in another study with more participants that has more of a 
social effect, participants were given criminal case scenarios 
and asked to dole out punishment as if they were a jury. 
Participants showed metabolic activity in three regions of the 
brain that were given scenarios that elicited sympathy than those 
with no sympathy scenarios. So what that means is when there was 
less punishment different areas of the brain lit up. Different 
areas of the brain light up when there's punishment, as when 
there's sympathy, they're two different things in the brain. So 
it suggests that jurors and even basically all of us could be 
impacted by our own psychological response when it comes to 
giving out punishment rather than basing decisions purely on 
rational decision making. So it's our structure., remember when 
we talked about ego and Ekhart Tolle talked about structure and 
content. So here's an actual structural part of the brain that 
they can look at and say, you were less likely to forgive and we 
can see that in your actual neurology. [00:14:16][146.8] 

[00:14:18] Julie: I'm kind of curious, having grown up in, and 
we've all been in a patriarchal society, I would like to see what 
the correlation is of male to female because, as you know, of 
whole punishment scenario was done in a Harvard study years ago 
where they found somebody if did something bad, a man would say, 
you know, throw him in jail. And if you asked a group of women, 
they would say, How did it start? Why did it happen? How can we 
prevent it from happening again? [00:14:48][29.8] 

[00:14:49] Amin: Imagine that. Women create community. [00:14:49]
[0.9] 

[00:14:50] Julie: Well, so I'm saying I'd be very interested to 
find out the correlations of that as well, because... [00:14:57]
[6.5] 

[00:14:58] Amin: ...and we'll have that on our website, it'll all 
be cited. You can dig into that. [00:15:01][2.8] 

[00:15:04] Julie: It's fascinating. [00:15:04][0.2] 

[00:15:05] Amin: Yeah, it is fascinating. [00:15:05][0.6] 



[00:15:21] Julie: From the noted American poet Maya Angelou, "You 
can't forgive without loving and I don't mean sentimentality, I 
don't mean mush. I mean having enough courage to stand up and 
say, I forgive, I'm finished with it." [00:15:40][19.5] 

[00:16:03] Amin: Hi, I'm Wendy Tremayne. I'm delighted to be 
sharing with you a conversation I had with Pierre Netanal Miles-
Yepez, my friend and current head of the Inayati-Maimuni Order of 
Sufism. Netanal is a lot of things. He's fun. He's interesting, 
but he's also a writer, a philosopher, an artist and a scholar of 
contemplative religion. Pierre Netanal first studied history of 
religions at Michigan State University, then contemplative 
religion at the Naropa Institute before pursuing traditional 
studies and training in both Sufism and Hasidism with his peer 
Rabbi Zalman Schachter Shalomi, the famous pioneer in interfaith 
dialog and contemplative mysticism. Pierre Netanal is also the 
author of "In the Teahouse of Experience," "Nine Talks on the 
Path of Sufism," "The Merging of Two Oceans," "Nine Talks on 
Sufism and Hasidism," and he is the translator of "My Love Stands 
Behind a Wall," a translation of the Song of Songs and other 
poems. He also has a book coming out shortly, and you'll hear 
more about that at the end of this podcast. Currently, Natanal 
lives in Boulder, Colorado, where he is a professor in the 
Department of Religious Studies at Naropa University and from 
which he leads the Inayati-Maimuni Order. Without further ado, 
please welcome my good friend Netanal Miles-Yepez. Netanal, to 
start a conversation about love. I realize we have to begin with 
the word love. We use the word love to express how we feel about 
the most important people in our lives, our lover, our parents, 
our family, our friends, and we talk about how we love our 
laundry detergent and a cookie. So here we are with this powerful 
word that can be very extreme. And I wonder if we can just frame 
that dichotomy a little bit as our ground for starting a 
conversation on love. [00:18:12][128.6] 

[00:18:13] Wendy: So are we talking about love, not forgiveness? 
[00:18:15][1.6] 

[00:18:16] Netanal: Well, we're going to go to forgiveness, but I 
felt like the ground floor was love. And I also, when I think of 
you, I think of a person who's very equipped to talk about love. 
[00:18:26][10.4] 

[00:18:28] Wendy: I think it's a favorite subject. [00:18:29]
[1.0] 



[00:18:31] Netanal: That's what I'm talking about. [00:18:31]
[0.8] 

[00:18:33] Wendy: Yeah, I mean, it's really interesting. It does 
speak to a kind of poverty of language and other languages do 
have a lot more diversity in how they speak about love. And I 
think what it forces us to do is discern between one another what 
we mean when we say that like, you know, when you say to me, "I 
love chocolate chip cookies." I don't take you seriously in terms 
of I don't assume that that means that you have a profound 
relationship with them. And so I think we have to do a lot more 
discernment because we don't have nuanced language around love. 
Also, very much like music, you know, you can have popular music 
that is vacuous and you can have a deep, soulful singer and we'll 
say, you know, That's got soul. And another doesn't. So we 
discern between these things not just the tonal quality of the 
voice, but by a feeling that something more is coming through. 
Like when Nina Simone sings about pain, I believe her. I won't 
mention other singers in the other direction but they might sing 
the same song, and I do not believe them. Johnny Cash sings about 
pain, I believe him. Another singer, I don't. And so just that 
poverty of language around love forces us to listen with a 
different ear, with that qualitative ear. And you know, it's 
imperfect. It's an imperfect thing because we also hide a lot. 
You know, if I say I love her. You may believe me or not because 
if I said it, I love her -- you might not hear the same thing and 
it requires us to be connected to the emotion about which we're 
speaking when we speak for it to communicate the kind of love 
we're talking about. And if we're not connected to that emotion 
in that moment then... [00:21:12][159.3] 

[00:21:13] Netanal: ...we're not believable. [00:21:13][0.2] 

[00:21:15] Wendy: Yeah. [00:21:15][0.0] 

[00:21:16] Netanal: It's interesting because it suggests that the 
listener, all of us, have a receptor that is capable of 
discerning and it's not just the speaker, it's like the burden is 
equally shared. Listener and speaker, and reminds me also of, you 
know, like when we talk about truth, how do we know truth? And 
sometimes amongst the Sufis, I've had the conversation that, 
like, it's as if there're small bells that can be heard inside of 
yourself and your discernment knows truth. It's undeniable. And 
perhaps so it is with love. [00:21:57][41.5] 

[00:21:59] Wendy: And that's really well said. It does require 
some level of connection between the speaker and the hearer, you 



know, because the hearer can miss it too or cannot register the 
way it was said, because of their own vacuity. You know, 
sometimes they're just not good listeners, and it's not as if 
they didn't receive the information. It's just they're not tuned 
in such a way to catch it. You know, so things can get past, 
people, even if they were said correctly with that emotion, we 
both have to be connected. [00:22:36][37.3] 

[00:22:37] Netanal: You said a mouthful when you used the word 
"tuned" because so often in our spiritual practices among our 
Sufi community, what we're talking about is an attunement, not a 
religion and not a subject of study, but an attunement so that 
the receptacle is capable of greater understanding, depth, being 
penetrated, reached. I think when I think about that language 
limitation or just that field, it points me to music and poetry 
in the way again, like if the Tao can be said, it's not the Tao. 
The Sufi love poets, as we know, have spent lifetimes expressing 
what we can't say in a linear fashion. And likewise, music. And 
so I'm curious to know, like you're an artist as well as a 
teacher. And I'm curious to know how you feel about that field of 
expression. Language is one thing. But then there's the broader 
expression of love and we look for these channels. [00:23:55]
[78.5] 

[00:23:58] Wendy: Mm hmm. You know, I had an interesting 
experience once. There's a couple of things that have kind of 
built up in my mind around painting. One, my partner was telling 
me about taking small doses of mushrooms and going to, you know, 
maybe the Metropolitan Museum of Art in New York City. And there 
were paintings that felt alive to her. They're paintings that 
lived, they moved, and there were paintings that were dead or had 
a darker energy about them. And it kind of suggested that maybe 
we invest the medium or the artwork with something from 
ourselves. And one day I was here at the house and somebody 
knocked at the door and the door was gotten by somebody and the 
visitor to the house turned out to be a shaman and had come in 
the house and seen a painting of mine hanging in the hallway. And 
they hadn't come for me. They'd come to visit with my housemate. 
But as soon as they saw the painting, they said, Who did that? I 
have to talk to them. And so they came to get me. I came upstairs 
and the person very excitedly told me, Your paintings are 
praying, your paintings are praying. And I thought, Well, that's 
fascinating. You know that there's the possibility of a level 
seeing where that's communicated that something I may have 
invested in the painting continues to have a life of its own. So 
again, whether it's the quality of the voice that communicates or 



another medium, we may invest it with an intentionality that even 
that we don't necessarily intend. The quality of our being seeps 
into things. [00:26:10][131.9] 

[00:26:12] Netanal: The word that comes to mind hearing you say 
that is sincerity. Yeah. [00:26:17][5.4] 

[00:26:19] Wendy: Yeah. [00:26:19][0.0] 

[00:26:20] Netanal: Because I think, you know, when we're really 
making art, not commercially, but because we must. The bed, the 
ground, is sincerity and then on top of that, nuanced expression. 
But I had a similar experience. I had taken DMT and it was only 
the Buddhist bodhisattva wall hangings, fabric wall hangings, 
that became very animated and moving. And it was like I was 
inside of an active machine, but it didn't happen with the 
commercial art in the same room. I had never thought about that 
before, but it's very interesting. I think we're touching in now 
to a little bit of like sympathy and compassion and sincerity. 
And, you know, forgiveness gets coupled into that as well. These 
sort of secondary expressions on love when we're in the field of 
love. And I think, you know, here is where perhaps like the 
mystic has a unique perspective on these expressions, because 
perhaps we can say what a mystic is or those of us who bother to 
spend the time thinking about such things in contemplative 
practice. So when you think about sympathy and compassion and 
love and forgiveness, what I think about is if we didn't depart 
from love ever, we wouldn't need those things to come back. 
[00:27:54][94.6] 

[00:27:54] Wendy: Yeah, yeah. [00:27:58][3.6] 

[00:27:59] Netanal: So in your understanding of these things, now 
we have, you know, sort of a path that. Now we're speaking about 
an activity related to love and perhaps related to spiritual 
practice. So I'm curious to just, I guess, ask you if these 
things are prescriptive forgiveness, sympathy, compassion or are 
they like stages of growth? [00:28:26][27.2] 

[00:28:30] Wendy: Well, I think both. They're prescribed for 
growth, they're indicators of growth. Yes, so I think it's both. 
Not really different. [00:28:46][15.4] 

[00:28:47] Netanal: What can we say to one who says, I can't 
evoke these things, I can't. I don't feel compassion. I don't 
understand sympathy -- when the heart has gone so dark, where 
they've become so armored or remote? [00:29:02][14.3] 



[00:29:02] Wendy: Well, I think the question is, Why are we in 
the position of saying anything to them? Often the position of 
saying something or wanting to say something is because it's 
clear that the person is suffering from their lack of 
forgiveness. And you know, there's some indicator in their 
personality a sharp edge. Maybe it looks like a meanness that 
comes out when a certain subject comes up. So it's like we would 
have no reason to even address whether they should forgive 
anybody or if there wasn't some indicator indicating that need. 
Or perhaps, you know, it's that they talk about the same subject 
a lot. You know, it keeps coming around to this thing, and that 
suggests something unresolved. Or maybe they bring up how can I 
get past this? You know, and there's just like a desire to get 
past it. And yet it's also clear they're holding on to it as 
tightly as could be. So my question is, why are we talking about 
it? There's a reason we're talking about it. It's announcing a 
need. You've either seen something in the friend or they've seen 
something in themselves that is announcing the need to resolve 
something that's remarkably unresolved. [00:30:28][86.7] 

[00:30:30] Netanal: It seems that those edgy personality traits 
can be read as a call to action. And, you know, a call for 
another's help. And I certainly understand we're not always 
obliged to respond to that call in another. But as people who 
have taught and exist at times in a frame where people are coming 
for spiritual guidance. So now we have permission and we're being 
asked, you know, help me feel this compassion, help me feel the 
sympathy. I'm estranged. Where do we go with that? [00:31:09]
[38.9] 

[00:31:12] Wendy: I don't know. You know, even if the question 
was framed that way to me or phrased, you know, help me feel 
compassion. I don't know that I can do that. I don't have that 
power. The question I would ask is, What's blocking it? You can 
say to me, I can't feel that. But I really do wonder, do you want 
to feel that, you know, because there's a competition going on 
inside, you're saying, I want to feel something, but do you? 
Because the truth is we're very invested in nursing our hurts. 
It's a strange thing because we get a kind of charge from it. 
There's a feeling that we take a certain kind of pleasure in 
nursing animosities. I think if anybody really thinks about it, 
they have some reference inside for the kind of good burn that 
you feel around nursing and animosity. And so there's a battle 
happening like some part of them may want to let go, but some 
part of it is holding on. So the question is like what's in the 
way? And it's usually us. So it's like, I'm never going to be 



able to take that from them. And I may not know in that situation 
enough of this story to hold up the mirror correctly to show what 
deserves compassion. So the person has to be ready, to a degree. 
[00:33:02][110.5] 

[00:33:03] Netanal: Many spiritual traditions have practices for 
getting us around this idea that we must know the content of 
one's pain or trauma and better that we provide skills for just 
becoming receptive and open to healing and growth and new 
information. So, for example, my Sufi order practices many things 
to open the heart to make one generally receptive where the 
content doesn't matter so much. And we use a metaphor of that -- 
the soul is a light in the heart, a candle burning, a flame. And 
it's always burning bright. It's always on. It's always radiant. 
It will never change. What changes is our humanity, which the 
metaphor for that is that it's a glass globe over the heart. And 
as we live and tumble through life and have experiences, this 
globe gathers a sort of residue that increases its opacity and 
makes the light harder to see and access. So what I'd like to 
know, Netanal, is without getting into people's story about what 
hurt them, what might we suggest as practices for clearing this 
globe and allowing the flame of the soul of the heart to emanate 
and come through? [00:34:33][89.3] 

[00:34:34] Wendy: Well, I think, you know, one of the helpful 
aspects of being on a path or in a path that is initiatory is 
that you chose to be on that path, especially if it's initiatory, 
saying I'm opening myself to something. I want to be a part of 
something. And that becomes a great lever to work against the 
things that we used to work against ourselves. Because we are 
working against ourselves most of the time. But when we make an 
intention to do something, we have that to lean on, or we're 
confronted by it. And so if it's a Sufi path, you know, and in 
the particular lineage that we're both connected to one of the 
great sayings is "A Sufi is one who sees things from two 
perspectives -- their own and that of the other." And if I'm only 
seeing it from my perspective, that implies I'm not a Sufi. And 
so if I have a narrative, you know, about a wrong that's been 
done to me, and that's the only story I'm telling -- am I being a 
Sufi with regard to this particular situation? And then I'm kind 
of confronted or convicted about that, and then I have to start 
to ask questions. Is there another narrative? Is my narrative 
correct? It is not, by definition, it is not, which is not to say 
it doesn't participate in a truth, but it cannot be the truth 
because it is a perspective, and only one, and no perspective is 
the truth. And so now I begin to look at other perspectives and 



wonder what is somebody else's truth? What is their narrative? 
Neither one of us is correct. Then what is the truth? And so it 
starts to make room. But you know, when there's only my 
narrative, it's very tight. The room of my consciousness is full 
with one narrative. When I make space for another narrative, that 
is not me, I made space. And if I know that one is not correct 
either, then they both exist in a wider field and more 
spaciousness. And that's a practice in itself, just by using that 
one Sufi definition, now we start s exploration where I know I 
can't be right, and if I'm not right, then I have to question my 
narrative about the whole situation. And is there room for 
forgiveness now. [00:37:25][170.4] 

[00:37:25] Netanal: And let more in? And yeah, is there room for 
forgiveness? There's a practice that comes to mind as I consider 
this. In Sufism, in Arabic, it's pronounced "ya shafik, ya rafiq, 
na junimeen kul idik." And it's basically not verbatim in 
translation but it's, you know, "Oh, universe, oh great one, save 
me from narrowness." It's not that commonly practiced. But it 
speaks to what you're saying, which is also very intriguing to me 
because in a way, what you're describing suggests that when we 
say I have my perspective and the perspective of another, in some 
ways we can apply that to ourselves, the two parts, not just to 
the other, like the friend I'm trying to be compassionate toward 
or the person who seems so opposing to me, but I want to connect. 
But the split is in ourselves. The other is in here. My other 
perspectives can be let in. [00:38:33][68.0] 

[00:38:34] Wendy: Yeah. [00:38:34][0.0] 

[00:38:36] Netanal: I never thought about it that way. [00:38:37]
[1.0] 

[00:38:37] Wendy: It's the basic practice that is usually given 
is around the divine name Ya Ghafur-- Oh, forgiver. And there 
you're just trying to, like the use of any of the divine names, 
you're trying to initiate a quality within oneself. So the 
original practice of zikkr was probably more, you know, there's 
99 beads on a Sufi Tasbih,or Mala, and each of those 99 beads was 
to represent one of the 99 beautiful names of God, And so, you 
know, it would be Ya rahman, Ya Ghafur, Ya Zahir. The idea was 
like, I'm going to connect into these divine qualities and turn 
them on within myself. I'm initiating them. It's like an 
initiating procedure, you know, like starting a car. I want to 
start up all of those qualities in myself. And so when we have 
forgiveness issues, sometimes we're doing Ya Ghafur Ya Ghafur Ya 



Ghafur--just trying to get that quality operative, and yield a 
little of the responsibility. It's like it's one of the divine 
qualities. And if you're on the path, well, of course you want to 
exemplify those divine qualities and you may know I'm having 
trouble with it and you yield a little bit of the efforting. So 
it's "just turn this on in me, turn this on in me, turn this on 
in me, turn this on in me" -- I'm having trouble doing it myself. 
But if I reach the place in the divine that is this, meaning, you 
know, that particular address for this quality in God, then maybe 
that will start to bring that up a little more naturally. Maybe 
I'll start to feel this because sometimes we just can't get there 
ourselves, but we can get to the place before that. So, you know, 
that's a practice, too. [00:40:58][140.4] 

[00:41:01] Netanal: I'm fascinated today at how much is available 
to us about neuroplasticity that confirms these practices where 
we now know we're basically writing a new groove in a record. And 
at first, it's really hard to jump from the previous groove to 
this new one. But eventually, if you just do it enough times, the 
new groove gets deep enough that when you pass over, you get 
stuck in the new groove. [00:41:27][26.3] 

[00:41:31] Wendy: Yeah, yeah. We also use, you know, a phrase, 
"Estafur Allah" And that's, you see, it's related to Ya Ghafur . 
And that's, you know, I seek forgiveness from God. And that also 
suggests the process needs to start with us. Like we, we get 
hyperfocused on the wrongs that are done to us. And our list of 
wrongs is very long often. And our list of the wrongs we've done 
to others, often very short. And really, you know, on the path 
this should be the reverse. We should be focused on what we can 
do, what we need to seek forgiveness for and if we can initiate 
that process, that will often get us to the other kind of 
forgiveness that we're having trouble with, forgiving somebody 
else. Our own process of seeking forgiveness and paying attention 
to what we need to seek forgiveness for can make it easier to 
jump to that next groove. You're starting to run a forgiveness 
groove, but you're starting on your work, and then it becomes 
your work later to forgive others. But it's much harder and it's 
hard to start there. [00:42:57][85.8] 

[00:42:58] Netanal: Yeah. Self-forgiveness seems to clearly be as 
reported by our psychologists today and all the mental health 
professionals, the hardest, the hardest place. In Sufism, I don't 
know that I've come across it in other traditions, but we have 
forget, forgive and forget. So to forgive is like step one. But 
to forget the wrongdoing completely never happened -- delete -- 



is the next stage. I wonder if you can maybe elaborate on that 
aspect of why forgetting is part of this equation. [00:43:39]
[40.9] 

[00:43:41] Wendy: Mm hmm. Yeah. Hazrat Inayat Khan writes about 
that in the Gathas, which is one of the primary texts of Inayati 
Sufis, and he says, you know, there's this phrase forgive and 
forget, and then he wants to point out that there's a truth to 
that. And in some ways it's an oversimplification. It's not as if 
the memory is gone nor is it even necessarily desirable for the 
memory to be gone entirely because part of our learning process 
is memory. And in the memory of the things that have happened, 
that have gone wrong, the things we've done wrong, and we both 
suffer from that and we learn from that. But I think he's 
pointing to another kind of process which my own teacher used to 
talk about it like this. He would talk about it in terms of 
atonement. You know, in the Jewish tradition, there's the Day of 
Atonement, Yom Kippur and. And so what is atonement? And a lot of 
people like to say, well, atonement is at one ment -- and he had 
this kind of parable where he imagined, you get into a fender 
bender. And, you know, let's put it back 30 years ago; you get 
into a fender bender and you don't have a cell phone and you got 
to go call the insurance companies, and so maybe the two of you 
that have been in the fender bender go into a coffee shop, you 
use the phone and, you know, call about the insurance, maybe call 
the police and say, Well, why don't we have a cup of coffee while 
we get this worked out. And you start to have a cup of coffee and 
you find, Oh, we work at the same university, like, I'm over in 
this department, I'm in this department. Got things in common. 
You know people in common, and it's more or less, you know, a 
friendly affair like you get it worked out -- the insurance is 
going to take care of it. And then, you know, a week later, 
you're walking on campus and, sure enough, there's the person 
you've been in the fender bender with -- because now you know 
their face. And now you stop and say, Hey, it's getting worked 
out, thanks for being good about it. I'm sorry this thing 
happened and so on. And now you see each other more and more 
because you're walking the same paths on the same campus. And, 
you know, a year passes and you get to be friends. And you 
imagine a year later somebody that you know says What happened 
with that jerk that hit your car? And it just doesn't quite 
register, you're like, What do you mean? Oh, no, my friend. No, 
he's not a jerk. See, that's atonement. That's forgiveness. The 
narrative in the situation has changed. Maybe in the moment of 
getting hit, you know, it's the jerk, but it was icy. You 
understand. You had coffee. Now, you know one another. You've 



seen each other, you know, you've had a good experience of each 
other. It's washed out the sticky part of the experience. It's 
been cleaned off and now it's not characterized the same. So it's 
not forgetting exactly. But it's been cleaned of that sticky 
quality that doesn't allow for forgiveness, and that's the kind 
of forgetting we're talking about. It doesn't have a catch 
anymore. So it's like you remember, but if somebody characterized 
it as, you know, the jerk that hit you, you'd have no reference 
for that. You can't land anywhere. [00:47:54][253.0] 

[00:47:55] Netanal: Joseph Fadiman, I believe in his book called 
The Sufis, said, "We cannot love what we do not know. And 
likewise, what we do not know we cannot love." And your story 
speaks beautifully to that point of how important it is that we 
take the time to dissolve the boundaries we see between ourselves 
and others. [00:48:21][26.0] 

[00:48:22] Wendy: Yeah, and that's that's a clear teaching in the 
Sufi school of love or Ishk. That we don't fall in love by 
attraction to external qualities, whether physical or 
intellectual. That's not what causes us to fall in love. Those 
are bases of attraction, but they don't create love and love is 
created, according to the Ishk, from witnessing something deeper, 
seeing the person, truly seeing them, seeing through the external 
to the internal and having an experience of them. And so it's 
like knowledge causes love, but knowledge of the internal and 
what is internal in the deepest place is a person's divinity. So, 
in some way, we're witnessing their divinity and we fall in love 
with that and that causes love. And so it's levels of actual 
experience that create love even in cases of love at first sight. 
According to the texts, it's that no, what you saw that first 
sight was not the externals. You had a grace moment of seeing the 
internals, and so that kind of love that is from the inside and 
witnessing the inside and those two inside meet, creates a bond 
that is not easily broken, tho pain can interfere with it, so I 
think it's worth talking about. Many of the people that it's hard 
for us to forgive are people that we've been in close 
relationships with where there's been love, whether it's 
families, whether it's partners and there is anger then, but 
there's often anger and resentment because there was love. 
[00:50:35][133.7] 

[00:50:38] Netanal: Would you say disappointment when we were 
talking about that kind of situation where there's love and then 
suddenly there is something that feels not like love at all? 
[00:50:47][8.8] 



[00:50:50] Netanal: Yeah, yeah. [00:50:51][0.7] 

[00:50:52] Netanal: And it's because the, you know, the love is 
born of the internal. The external person is just an imperfect 
person, and who makes mistakes, does things wrong. And and 
there's a great sense of betrayal around that because we have a 
dissonance. We've witnessed the truth, but a person doesn't 
necessarily act according to their truth, and that's hard for us 
to hold. Like, we've seen the truth, but they don't necessarily 
act that way. And then we have those two things side by side, and 
it really it causes an internal trouble and we feel betrayed. As 
if the truth betrayed us. But actually, it was, you know, the 
external person that made the mistake. [00:51:41][49.7] 

[00:51:42] Netanal: It's back to the globe and the candle beneath 
the globe's glass, right? We saw the flames and we saw divinity 
and truth in this other. And then there's the globe catching all 
the muck of life and creating us to fall and slide and be less 
perfect than we are. [00:52:03][20.9] 

[00:52:05] Netanal: Yeah. And also the globe is often 
impermeable, and we see the flame, we're attracted to the flame 
and we hit the glass. [00:52:13][8.3] 

[00:52:15] Netanal: Like a bird. [00:52:15][0.1] 

[00:52:16] Netanal: Yeah. You know, so you know, you can fully 
love somebody that is not vulnerable to being loved. That's a 
great tragedy in our lives in the way love doesn't care. It is 
really just trying to get you to grow. So it's a big difference 
between love and relationships. [00:52:38][22.0] 

[00:52:40] Netanal: I just have to pause a moment on that. It's 
really got me that you can love someone who is not vulnerable to 
love. Is that how you said it? I'm really thinking that through. 
So what I imagine when you say that is like the bird flying into 
the glass, you see the divinity in someone you're trying to love 
them and the receptacle is not ready, capable too much opacity. 
That is a tragedy. [00:53:16][35.6] 

[00:53:19] Netanal: It's a tragedy for us both. You know, they're 
not vulnerable to love, you know, and they may long for it and 
they may say, Why am I not getting it? And you're wanting to love 
them and can't. It's a tragedy all around. That's what marks it 
as a tragic thing. But you know, a more simple example I'll give 
you is once I'd worked on a project for a number of years and and 
I brought it to a successful completion after all these years and 



there was a lot of congratulations. And one of the partners in 
the project, I was on the phone with them. We were all done with 
things and it was like, You know, you're good, you're the best. 
You really did a great job. You know, I can't say enough. He was 
effusive; he went on. And I was saying thanks - I appreciate it. 
And he said, no, you didn't.. And he says I'm trying to say 
something to you. I realized, oh, I'm uncomfortable with a 
certain kind of praise. I don't know what to do with it. And I 
was not allowing him to give me a gift he was trying to give. Is 
it really a good quality to not allow someone to give you a gift? 
On the one hand, it looks kind of like a humility, right? I'm 
uncomfortable, a certain kind of praise. But then how, you know, 
is it really a good quality to not allow somebody to give you a 
gift that they mean to give you? And I really received that 
when , he said, no, I'm trying to tell you something. I've had to 
watch that ever since because I was then made aware. [00:55:22]
[123.2] 

[00:55:23] Netanal: Well, that person was kind of courageous. 
That is a brave thing to stop someone and say, no, I'm meaning to 
give you something I wish in this moment. I'm wishing that 
everyone in my life was doing that for me, and I might try it on 
someone. [00:55:40][17.2] 

[00:55:42] Netanal: Yeah. The opacity islike, it's not complete 
opacity. The glass is not completely impermeable, but it is at 
certain critical moments we either make ourselves vulnerable or 
not. And they become critical for relationships. The light is 
passing through. They may even want to be loved, but at a certain 
moment, if their glass, then the two can achieve union. 
[00:56:18][35.6] 

[00:56:19] Netanal: You know, you know, the whole you know that 
metaphor of the moth and the flame that actually comes out of 
Sufism, and it's first used by the kind of founding master of the 
School of Love and Sufism, it's like the two achieve union. You 
know, they achieve a greater whole. The love fuels the flame; 
makes greater light. And it doesn't necessarily even mean that 
it's not like the moth gets to go on, the moth gives itself to 
love and makes more light in the world. And that's the point in 
the tradition. In relationship, there's a tension that has to go 
both ways. [00:57:08][48.8] 

[00:57:14] Netanal: I was discussing love with my partner 
recently and we were talking about the sort of human crisis of 
people, as we were saying, like, see the divinity in another and 



there is this experience of having touched greatness and we fall 
in love. And then there's this propensity to go rogue and people 
to just like trudge on in relationships where it seems to have 
been lost. And my personal response to that is, you know, I think 
like when we begin a relationship, we have this sort of free ride 
for a minute, right? And it's all the world is great, you know, 
and it's wonderful and we maybe we need that. But that, like the 
loss of love, is laziness. And we've said it in Sufism. You know, 
you don't go to God and say, Here I am, you know, have me. Let me 
in, you know, bring me near you. Don't go and say it the same way 
every time, which is so often what happens in prayer. We just 
repeat things and we have no idea what the words mean. And we've 
we've no longer points to anything living. But like, you have to 
tell your lover how you love them uniquely and newly each day and 
create love, not from yesterday, but from today. So, yeah, for 
me, it just says like love is is like there's a burden of 
responsibility to stay on it, to not go to asleep at the wheel. 
[00:58:52][97.7] 

[00:58:56] Netanal: Yeah, it's an interesting thing. A teacher of 
mine was saying something about relationship and and having 
fights and he was saying, interestingly, that, you know, the 
solution in this situation is not necessarily an explanation. 
Probably, definitely not an explanation. And and not even 
necessarily in an apology, though that is part of the solution. 
It's getting through the fight, if you really want to solve it, 
is a moment where you have to make your partner know that you 
love them. You have to communicate that. And that breaks through 
the whole thing, which suggests, you know, that there are 
obscurations. Things get in the way. in Sufism, you know, as you 
mentioned, we have this kind of grace that comes at the beginning 
when we fall in love. You know, that's a universal phenomenon. In 
Sufism, we use different words for love. One is ____Marhaba. The 
other is ___ ask, ____ is baseline love. It's just the love you 
feel for Family, for a partner, for children, for your dog. You 
know all of that. And that's not usually what Sufis are talking 
about. Sufism usually talking about, Sufis are talking about ____ 
which is love on fire, and it's not different in kind than _____. 
It's different in quality, meaning there are different states of 
love. And so that's love when it's flamed up. And that happens 
often at the beginning of a relationship. And then _____ might be 
compared to the ember from which you can always make a new flame. 
The ember is critical, but you don't usually have an ember until 
there's first been a flame up, it had to get really hot in order 
to create the ember, and then the ember continues in such a way. 
And that's kind of necessary. Like we have to have created the 



ember if the love is going to be sustained, because if you have 
an ember, you can always blow on it and add something to it and 
reignite. If you never had an ember, you never had a flame. You 
know it's much more difficult to do that. But causes and 
conditions will, like get in the way of the love. So for Sufis, 
love isn't an eternal thing, but we have a capacity can like 
build walls around it in consciousness, and that's what often 
happens in relationships. Often people discover much later. Like, 
maybe they get divorced and the former partner, God forbid, 
passes. And then all these feelings of love reemerge. It's 
because the love is eternal. What we built were walls within 
consciousness to go on. The love itself is an eternal thing by 
its nature. [01:02:41][224.8] 

[01:02:42] Netanal: Well, I'm awarding myself slightly for how 
that confirms my belief that when love falls apart or goes dead, 
there's a certain laziness. So we haven't blown on the embers. 
And you know, it's so interesting. The French are teaching their 
children about love and making love in fourth grade, how to be a 
good lover, how to be an attentive lover, you know, and here we 
are in the United States, just like, you know, plodding along 
clumsily when you know the information's available to us, right? 
I mean, if someone if we learned if there was a story of the 
flame and the ember that we can learn in fourth grade, it can 
carry one through a lifetime. [01:03:25][43.0] 

[01:03:26] Netanal: Hmm. Yeah. [01:03:27][1.0] 

[01:03:27] Netanal: Well, I think there are a lot of it's about 
commitment. Like a lot of people's marriages are over at the 
ceremony because they put all the emphasis, they thought a 
wedding was a marriage. A wedding was not remotely a marriage. 
You need a recommitment ceremony, probably on a weekly basis, you 
know, just internally. You have to recommit moment by moment, day 
by day, and you have to do it on purpose. You can't just expect 
it to be there. And it's like, Yeah, you have to remember the 
ember. I think a lot what a lot of us get into is, you know, this 
is very normal. Tbaseline love is the best love in a way. It's 
continuous, it's just always there, and _____ is what flames up. 
But you really want a baseline. But it becomes like background 
noise. Like, it can be so baseline that you don't even notice it. 
And you can wonder, am I in love until something happens in the 
relationship and then pfffft. [01:04:48][80.9] 

[01:04:49] Netanal: You almost lose them or something? Yeah, and 
then you're like, Oh my gosh, I love them. [01:04:53][4.2] 



[01:04:54] Netanal: Yeah. And so it's like, we trick ourselves. 
And so we need... Sufism is the path of remembrance. And so it's 
like, it's just, oh, no, that's the whole path. That's the whole 
practice. Remember, remember, remember. And in the School of 
Love, we say the greatest Zikkr of course, is very 
_____________________________. there's nothing but divinity. But 
in the School of Love, there's the alternate Zikkra, which is 
ultimate ____ _____ there's no God but love. And and so like, if 
I'm in remembrance of that in relationship, then there's there's 
a way to invoke divinity in our lives, and it's by loving. And 
then the question is, am I being loving? How am I demonstrating 
that? How am I making my partner know that? Yes. Now, whether 
they're making you know that may be a problem in the relationship 
too. So it's like you can keep doing it. And if it's not coming 
back again the relationship might break, [01:06:06][71.8] 

[01:06:07] Netanal: Right? And now we're in the whole field of, 
you know, all sorts of psychological things like codependency 
and, you know, being in a relationship with the need to fix and 
being the worker bee. But the only one, you know, like, that's 
where things go off the rails, you know? [01:06:24][17.0] 

[01:06:25] Netanal: Yeah, there are interesting interesting 
things about codependency because we've gotten into a weird 
relationship with that word. Codependency means a mutually 
assured diminishment, really, you know, in psychological terms. 
Two people get together to assure their own diminishment. You 
know, that's a pathology. And people do do that. So a 
codependency in that case, mutually assured diminishment. On the 
other hand, there is no such thing as mutually assured 
independence. and if we make that our desire, if we say that's 
health, psychological health, it's not because it doesn't exist. 
We live in an interdependent universe. So codependency from 
another perspective, is actually health. Knowing that we depend 
on one another, need one another. And need to keep working on the 
health of the relationship. So there's a weirdness there that we 
have to work out as a society because we think we're going to be 
independent in relationship in order to not be codependent. And 
perhaps that's a problem. [01:07:42][76.5] 

[01:07:42] Netanal: Independence should be more phrased as 
resilience or something. [01:07:46][4.0] 

[01:07:48] Netanal: Mm hmm. [01:07:50][1.3] 

[01:07:51] Netanal: Or, you know, there's not with the idea of if 
I'm going to give, I need to give from having, you know, like, 



you know, if you're going to pour from one cup into another, you 
have to have something in that cup. And and so we're pouring back 
and forth well, then we need full cups. You know, that's that's 
part of the sharing of the relationship. You have to have 
something to share. And that's great. It's great, you know, in 
all kinds of simple ways to be in a relationship where I don't 
mind doing the dishes and you don't mind doing the laundry. And 
these things work together and you're a more powerful unit 
together and shit happens in life, and to have somebody to face 
it with is a great thing because it's going to happen no matter 
what. You can be alone in dealing with it or you can have a 
partner that you can lean on sometimes and they can lean on you. 
You know, that's powerful and profound, but it needs nurturing. 
[01:08:51][59.8] 

[01:08:53] Netanal: Indeed. I know a couple that came up with an 
interesting practice, and this is perhaps an answer to the 
question of how do we have a ceremony each week, not just a 
marriage ceremony. What they do is every year on their 
anniversary, they sit down and they talk about the year that just 
transpired and they note the shortcomings or the disappointments, 
and they note what was wonderful and beautiful and how they 
appreciated one another. And basically, they check in and sort of 
have a ceremony that ends with a question of, Hey, want to go for 
another year? [01:09:33][40.6] 

[01:09:35] Netanal: I mean, there's a lot of intelligence to it. 
You know, I don't necessarily recommend it; that that could be 
the end of some couples. [01:09:41][5.7] 

[01:09:42] Netanal: And maybe it should. [01:09:43][0.5] 

[01:09:45] Netanal: You can take your pulse too often and get 
worried about yourself. You can take the pulse too often on your 
relationship and get worried about it. On the other hand, the 
truth is, you know. From year to year, you're different people. 
And are you re-upping as the different people, it's like we 
started in this as these two people. Get to here, life has 
changed us in different ways and and yes, it can be a powerful 
thing. You can go, Yeah, I'm still in. But you know, it can come 
to a place where you are different people. [01:10:26][40.3] 

[01:10:27] Netanal: I just experienced this, you know? You know, 
I was with my partner, Mikey, for 18 years and we broke up a 
couple of years ago right at the start of the pandemic. And it 
was that it was you need to run the mountains all over the world. 
I don't want to come like up until that point. Every idea was 



like, Oh yeah, I'm totally in. Yeah, I'm totally in. The changes 
were happening in concert. And then the changes started to go too 
divergent, but we really achieved something amazing, which is we 
chose not to lose one another and said it's time to let each 
other go. The love is still there. We love each other. It'll 
always be there. But we made a dynamic relationship change. And 
let us have new beginnings and it's been fantastic. [01:11:14]
[46.9] 

[01:11:15] Netanal: Yeah. Well, you know it it happened to me 
too? A lot of people see the end of relationships as like there 
was no love between them or the love died. I don't think that 
that's necessarily the case at all. Like at the end of my 
marriage, I very much loved my wife. It was not it. it is just 
radical internal shifts just threw me out of my ordinary life. 
And then it was like it couldn't quite relate in the way you had 
before, because the relationship was based on certain 
characteristics and certain agreements. And then my internal life 
was so different. But I didn't not love my wife. I loved her 
terribly. I loved, you know, that baseline love was there. And so 
that's again, that thing. Like, sometimes our lives diverge. And 
and I think we often make up narratives to explain it, you know, 
that are like, it's over. I don't love or we use our sometimes 
legitimate anger to mask the love because we don't want to feel 
the pain. But in it, but in the Sufi tradition, you know, it's 
actually seen as a value to experience your pain and loss. So 
Rumi says, you know, seek pain, seek pain, seek pain, and he says 
that around love. Now, he's not endorsing a kind of masochism. 
What he's saying is don't run from pain, don't run from pain. 
Because for love to run its process on you, to grow and mature 
you, you have to feel that. And what we often do is we cut off 
from it, you know? And it's usually by some narrative like, 
they're so awful, you know, whatever, you know, maybe they had 
problems, but what you're saying is like, I don't want to feel my 
love. [01:13:23][127.2] 

[01:13:25] Netanal: There's a quote that comes to mind about 
this, which is, and forgive me, I don't recall the author, but 
it's don't give up your pain so quickly. Let it ferment. And the 
Sufis have a word, an Arabic word that we often use. I'm sure 
you're aware, which is ___ which savor, savor. So savor the pain, 
Netanal. I'm going to take a turn on this conversation. I think 
we're going to have to talk about sex. And the reason I want to 
talk about sex is much like the word love, right? We love our 
mother. We love our lover and we love a cookie. Sex is in a 
domain of opposites as well and extremes, so sex could be a 



portal to another dimension, a portal to the depths of our soul. 
And at the same time, it's the thing that fuels the internet with 
pornography that much of is very unhealthy. So I'd like to know 
if you have some thoughts on this. [01:14:37][72.3] 

[01:14:38] Netanal: Oh yeah, lots of thoughts on it. I mean, we 
know why it's compelling, and yet we don't, too. Sometimes we're 
compelled without actual good awareness of what's compelling us. 
And it can be really complex. But some of the best things I ever 
earned about sex, apart from my experience, were in Sufi 
teachings and in the teachings of Hazrat Inayat Khan. They're a 
bit buried, but they're profound. And two two things basically, 
and I feel like I experienced these things.One was that there's 
there's a possible spiritual transfer of transformation that can 
change your relationship to sex. And he talked about that there's 
doing spiritual work in such a way that your relationship to sex 
can change entirely where it becomes entirely about intimacy that 
the greatest turn on becomes intimacy, the connectivity between 
the people, you know. And and there's there's a sex of youth that 
is hormonal. [01:16:07][88.5] 

[01:16:09] Netanal: Procreates. [01:16:09][0.0] 

[01:16:11] Yeah, and in like the wind blows and you're turned on. 
But that's not the maturity of sex. And some people don't reach, 
the maturity of sex. But he says there's a spiritual work that 
will rewire your body and the turn on will be something else 
entirely. And it will be spiritual connection and it will still 
be sex. But the biological process is now tuned to the spiritual. 
Really interesting. And then in another in another place, he 
wrote that the great and profound aspect of sex is is bound up 
with the great and profound dangers of it. And so some people 
talked about it one way is as a profound experience that can be 
the spiritual opening and others like it can be so damaging. You 
know, if it's abused and he says, and this was really 
interesting, he says we exist on multiple planes. And sometimes 
we don't acknowledge this, I think some of them are fairly 
obvious that we don't acknowledge it. You know, there's a dense 
physical body, you know, the material body, and we can feel that 
pretty easily. But there's also an emotional body whose field of 
awareness is larger and beyond the limits of my skin. And that's 
the kind of stuff we know. We walk into a room that has tension 
in it. Maybe we can't even see anybody's faces and we can feel 
tension in it. That's part of that emotional body, which is 
larger. Its field of awareness is larger. And then we have we 
exist on a knowing plane where it's kind of a realm of ideas and 



exchange at and more ethereal level. And then there's another 
plain in which we exist in which we are completely connected to 
all things. And that's what's responsible for intuitions, you 
know, two people across the world to be connected and in an idea 
could pass between them. So all that's critical for knowing. He's 
saying that during intercourse, all of these planes of reality 
begin to spin at once together. They're begin to spin together 
because often we're in a disjunct situation like I'm focused on, 
if I'm hungry, then everything's about eating right. But if I'm 
sad, I don't care about eating, I care about sadness, and so we 
tend to just move from one thing to another. And that's whatever 
we're feeling happens to be the most important thing. But if we 
can get those things together, we can make profound decisions, 
profound changes if we're living in all four of those worlds at 
once, he says. Well, during intercourse, they start to spin 
together those worlds and that can lead to very profound 
experiences for you or profoundly damaging experiences because if 
something damaging happens when they're all spinning together. 
That damage runs through all those aspects of your being. But if 
it's but if it's powerful and you get your intimacy together, 
then you're also running beauty through all of those aspects of 
your being. And I think that's probably the most important thing 
I ever heard about sex. [01:19:46][215.4] 

[01:19:47] I was just going to say to you, that is the most 
profound thing I've ever heard about sex. The best explanation 
for what seems an unsolvable dichotomy. [01:19:55][7.4] 

[01:19:57] Yup. And you know, so how are we going to heal those 
damages? We're probably going to heal them with sex, but it has 
to be a different sex it's but those are just paragraphs. You 
know, it's like one paragraph and so on. And if you don't read it 
closely, you can miss it. And you see why he doesn't want to go 
into it. You know, a ton because people just get carried away. 
They're very ready for pornography. We're very interested in 
that, but we're not very ready for the responsibility of sex. And 
that's what he's talking about. There's a responsibility in it. 
How you do it can affect major changes in one another. [01:20:42]
[44.3] 

[01:20:43] Netanal: That's fantastic. It's very inspiring to me 
to hear that. I will never forget it. [01:20:48][4.5] 

[01:20:48] But yeah, it can be very profound relationship 
exploration, almost nothing more meaningful and almost nothing 
more problematic in a relationship. [01:20:56][7.1] 



[01:20:56] Netanal: I would like very much, Netanel, if you and I 
right here in this podcast, could invent a super hero. Like all 
superheroes, this superhero would have a singular keynote that is 
their task, and then they would be imbued with powers to support 
that keynote. So if you will Netanel, I would love to take a 
minute now and invent the superhero of love. So perhaps you can 
tell me what you think the superhero of Love's powers should be. 
[01:21:31][34.3] 

[01:21:32] Netanal: Oh, the superhero of love certainly has the 
quality of ____ , which is the inner vision to see within. So 
it's kind of an x ray vision, except not for seeing the skeletal 
structure, but for seeing the internal blueprint of the person. 
Our internal blueprint is a really important idea. Like there's a 
kind of spiritual and physical DNA that expresses or doesn't 
express based on kind of getting the right nutrition and 
nurturing, right? Like, there's there's who Wendy Tremayne could 
have been, could be, you know, by all the characteristics that 
are in you. And over a lifetime because of causes and conditions, 
some of them will express and some of them won't. And like you, 
waited till 50 to be to let the artist express. But it was always 
in there, you know, and so that blueprint has so much 
possibility. And that's what we mean when I feel seen like, you 
see, not just what I put out in the world, not just what I do, 
but who I am. And then deeper than that blueprint for Wendy or 
Netanel or Johanera is just the pure divinity. You know, this is 
God wearing the mask of Netanel and Johanera. And so like the 
primary superpower is the vision to see through is that X-ray 
vision for the internal being. [01:23:18][105.8] 

[01:23:20] Netanal: I would have to agree. [01:23:20][0.6] 

[01:23:21] Netanal: Yes. [01:23:21][0.0] 

[01:23:22] Netanal: I don't know that I would have thought of 
that. But wow. So what would be the secondary ? [01:23:27][4.6] 

[01:23:29] Netanal: The superpower is the ability to make 
sacrifices for love. And that's something that comes up in the 
Sufi teachings about that. You will face like three great 
challenges. So, you know, the lovers superhero, you know, this 
Marvel character will face three challenges. One is the death of 
the world. The second is the death of the self, and the third is 
the death of the beloved. And they have to be able to face those 
three deaths. And and that is about yielding ego. [01:24:10]
[41.0] 



[01:24:12] Netanal: I have to die to worldly expectations for the 
person I love. And that's social sanctions, people that don't 
think you should be with that person. And maybe they're, you 
know, maybe it's a same sex relationship and society says no. 
Maybe it's interracial relationships. Society says no, but love 
says yes. But sometimes the person can't yield. It's like there 
are heavy costs. Maybe you can't get a certain job, you know, 
maybe you can't take, you know, the stairs and so on. And some 
people who really love don't make the sacrifice and the 
relationship dies. But if the superhero gets through that death 
of the worldly expectations, then they face the next challenge, 
which is the death of the self. And that is, can I yield? Do I 
want what you want more than I want what I want? And you have to 
do that in relationship all the time, not that you should 
exclusively do that because relationship is reciprocal. But there 
there's a moment in every relationship and it's usually weekly, 
if not daily. Certainly every few months, not daily, where you 
have to do something for the other person that yields what you 
want to do for yourself, and so like, that's another stage. And 
then finally, you know, the superhero achieves their greatest 
power is the one who suffers the death of the beloved. And that 
comes in at least one of three ways. Sometimes we just lose 
people to death. So that's the death of the beloved. Sometimes 
the relationship just doesn't work out. For a number of different 
reasons. And sometimes you realize even within the best 
relationship, you're still alone, there are things about you that 
can never be known because we're snowflakes, we really are. It's 
the the beauty and the curse of our uniqueness is that there's 
always some aspect that you can never get known. And it's a pain 
for us. The best relationship. You're getting a lot known, but 
you'll never get it all known. So the achievement of this third 
superpower is that you don't kill the love with the death of the 
beloved. The beloved, say they die. You don't cut off from your 
love because that's what you still have like you end a 
relationship, you don't cut off from the love. Because in some 
ways they don't get to take it away, even if you get left. They 
don't get to take the love away, but it hurts to feel it. And so 
continuing to feel it is allowing the love to make you grow. And 
also, when you realize that you're alone, even in the best 
relationship, sometimes you want to cut off the relationship. All 
of these three things are wrong for the superhero of love. 
[01:27:46][213.7] 

[01:27:48] Netanal: Rilke had spoken to something you're talking 
about. I'm trying to think of the exact words, but something to 
the effect of the best that two lovers can do for one another is 



console one another when they reach the chasm in which they will 
ultimately realize that they are still alone. [01:28:08][20.1] 

[01:28:11] Netanal: Hmm. Amazing. [01:28:12][0.9] 

[01:28:15] Netanal: Well, I love this superhero. Do we have a guy 
among the Sufis who was doing the 99 names as a comic book and 
making them all superheroes? Do you remember? [01:28:29][13.4] 

[01:28:30] Netanal: It's great. I love the idea. I don't know who 
it is. [01:28:32][2.7] 

[01:28:33] He appeared like 10 years ago and he was really full 
on and when doing it, and I never saw the outcome, ever learned 
about it. I love it. I feel like we could spend like a month, a 
year just working on the superhero. [01:28:46][13.4] 

[01:28:49] Netanal: Yeah. [01:28:49][0.0] 

[01:28:49] Netanal: Well, I think about, _____the forgiver. It's 
hilarious. I don't know. What would he have to do all the time? 
[01:28:57][7.9] 

[01:28:59] Netanal: Yeah. Well, you know, there's a Sufi sect, 
the blame takers. Have you heard about them? Yeah. Maybe that's 
part of it. It's like they just show up where people are fighting 
and say, I did it. [01:29:10][11.0] 

[01:29:14] Netanal: Exactly. [01:29:14][0.0] 

[01:29:16] Netanal: Everybody go back to normal. I'll take it. 
[01:29:18][2.1] 

[01:29:20] Netanal: Yeah. [01:29:20][0.0] 

[01:29:21] Netanal: And in a profound sense, that's that's what 
some people are doing. You know, it's the idea of, you know, the 
_____ axis or pole of spirituality, who does take the blame for 
all of humanity? They don't deserve it, but they take it and they 
take the worst to exemplify our best possibility. And that comes 
back to forgiveness. We say to forgive is divine, [01:29:49]
[28.0] 

[01:29:51] Netanal: and it is. Outside of a path. You don't 
expect anybody necessarily to forgive somebody that's harmed 
them. It's not a normal expectation because it's very reasonable 
for them to be mad about it. It's an exceptional thing that we're 
asking. When we ask somebody to forgive or we try to forgive, 



we're asking something that is of a higher order because it's 
reasonable to be mad. [01:30:23][32.2] 

[01:30:25] Netanal: Well, relationships are conditional, healthy 
relationships are conditional. So I mean, inherent in that is 
we're going to get mad. We're going to say that's not OK, what 
you did. [01:30:35][10.6] 

[01:30:36] Netanal: Yeah, yeah. [01:30:37][0.5] 

[01:30:40] Netanal: I was thinking about the root of ____ in 
Arabic means something you like to conceal, to cover over, to 
wrap something so that it doesn't get dirty. And that's really 
interesting because that's the forgiver, the forgiver conceals, 
like if the person who did wrong tries to cover up ... [01:31:08]
[28.1] 

[01:31:09] Netanal: Yeah, that's a cover up. [01:31:10][1.0] 

[01:31:11] Netanal: Yeah, that's a cover up. You know, it's like, 
that's a crime and that's a crime upon a crime. It's like they 
did something wrong and they cover it up. So it's two crimes, but 
the forgiver. You know ___ is the one who has been harmed and 
covers something up in order to prevent it from getting dirty. 
And that speaks to that thing about like, we don't forgive for 
the other person. We forgive in some sense for ourselves because 
it's like a festering wound that just keeps harming us. You know, 
the lack of forgiveness is a wound that we keep intentionally 
open because we like the burn. And we are confused about the idea 
of forgiving and condoning. You know, we got those things mixed 
up. Forgiving is not condoning, so the action is wrong. You don't 
condone it. Forgiving is an act that we do for ourselves in order 
to not sully something inside of ourselves, so we cover it over 
to keep it from getting dirty. And yeah, it's for us. [01:32:25]
[74.7] 

[01:32:28] Netanal: I don't again don't know who said these 
words, but they are that which we cannot forgive we are forced to 
carry. It is our burden. [01:32:38][10.4] 

[01:32:40] Netanal: It's our burden. But they may not even know. 
[01:32:43][2.6] 

[01:32:44] Netanal: Yeah. Right. They may be completely unaware 
that we're suffering over this. Truly, it is ours. [01:32:49]
[5.0] 



[01:32:52] Netanal: Yeah. [01:32:52][0.0] 

[01:32:52] Netanal: And in the end, it's about freedom for you. 
[01:32:55][3.0] 

[01:32:56] Netanal: Yeah, yeah. I often think about the 
forgetting aspect as it allows the other to become. Because if we 
hold them to an image of their faultiest moment, they can't, in 
our eyes, evolve and become better, which is our hope for them. 
So we must forget so they have ground to step into the better 
self that we hope is possible. [01:33:26][29.6] 

[01:33:28] Netanal: Mm hmm. That's a really profound thing. 
Sometimes we trap people in identities like we had an experience 
of them that was problematic. And we go, so-and-so is a jerk. So-
and-so is a jerk, is an equal sign, is equals. And so like 
whenever I look at him, jerk. Might have been a jerk in the 
moment, might not be a jerk, but I'm making him one right, I'm 
making him one in my consciousness all the time. And it's a 
really profound superpower again that we have that we misuse. We 
redefine identities on people and then we don't allow them to be 
free. We don't allow them to change to be something else or to be 
understood. It's just you are what you did. Sometimes it's going 
to be hard for them to get away from that. But it's a pretty 
powerful thing and we have to take responsibility for it, at 
least on a spiritual path. [01:34:35][67.6] 

[01:34:37] Netanal: Yeah. And I think the root of it is what are 
we really wishing for this world, for others, for community, for 
society and for on the smallest level, that particular person, 
we're wishing for everyone to be their best selves. So we must we 
must leave them ground to do so and then be there to celebrate 
it. Well, it's kind of like with like hopelessness or like, Oh my 
God, the world is so screwed up. Oh my God, the world is on fire. 
Oh my God, this is so hard. Well, what if every day we just woke 
up and switched for a practice to, you know, let me just see the 
beauty that is here today that wasn't here yesterday, because 
surely that is also happening. In spite of that, maybe the world 
is still on fire like, but we don't do that practice usually. 
[01:35:24][46.6] 

[01:35:26] Netanal: Right. I was once teaching at the Abode. You 
might have even been there. I'm not sure. But I was in the 
teaching position that day, you know, with a few others and a man 
asked a question about ecological crisis and hopelessness, and 
you could hear in his voice that he was hopeless. And you know, 
things got said about like, Oh, we can ... recycling and change 



this and that. But nobody had addressed his hopelessness. And 
that was the real question wasn't about like it's not an 
ecological question. He was he was hopeless and I said to him, I 
said, it's too big a problem for us. You can't solve it. That's 
the definition of stress trying to do something that is beyond 
the capacity. And you know, if we're going to get out of that 
stress, we have to realize, you know, we're small components and 
a large thing. An ecological crisis? You're not going to solve 
it. I'm not going to solve it. Ten of us are not going to solve 
it. You know, it's too big for us. You've got to stop carrying 
that burden. What you can ask, is, how am I contributing to a 
better world? I can't solve the ecological crisis, but I can be 
gentle to a person that's just been hurt. You know, I can pick a 
piece of trash and every one of those things is how we can 
contribute. Like the world might not be here tomorrow. But what 
am I going to do with it today is the vital question, because I'm 
not in control of whether it's here tomorrow or whether I am. 
[01:37:19][113.5] 

[01:37:21] Netanal: The phrase, even if it's the last day on 
Earth, plant a seed or plant a tree. Yes, it's that very thing. 
It's really not about one day this world will end. So why bother 
at all, right? Like, it's about this experience that we have and 
our ability to transform ourselves through living. [01:37:43]
[22.4] 

[01:37:46] Netanal: It is a question of who you're going to be, 
who do you want to be? Yeah, it's it's not going to be here 
tomorrow. Who cares? Why care? Because that's the best part of 
us. [01:37:56][10.0] 

[01:37:57] Netanal: Yeah, because it feels good to be alive. It 
feels good to care. I had a similar conversation about that: the 
world must have meaning and without meaning then what? Right? 
Like, how can there's just hopeless? And my response was like, I 
don't think the world needs to have meaning at all. The meaning 
is in the living, like the meaning is in noticing you're in a 
world allowing the wind to touch your skin, feeling the sun, 
getting hurt, falling down. That's the meaning. [01:38:31][34.7] 

[01:38:34] Netanal: Yeah, yeah. Jung talks about this and he 
basically says this is a very profound problem for us that, you 
know, we kind of need a sense of meaning. And yet there's an 
inner knowing of meaninglessness. And it's because both exist at 
once. There is meaning and there's meaninglessness. And where we 
get stuck is we think it's one or the other. You know, people, 



you know, we all have friends and it's like, it's all meaningful. 
You just don't know. And I just like, I want to give them the 
most profound F-you. Was it meaningful for that guy that just got 
hit by the bus? Like his journey is over? Maybe he never learned 
his lessons. You know, so we act like somebody is always going to 
learn their lesson or whatever. Nope, it's over. I feel it's 
insulting to say it's all meaningful, but it's also insulting to 
say it's all meaningless. It's not. We have experience of 
meaningless. Yes. And so I think that the profound middle is what 
you're suggesting. The experience of being alive is just more 
important than meaning or meaninglessness. Just being living on 
your vital edge, meaning will come. Yeah, you'll see it in 
hindsight, usually. But if you need it to be there to feel alive 
and maybe you're looking for something you really don't need, you 
know, just taste life, be present to it. [01:40:11][97.8] 

[01:40:13] Netanal: Which is a tremendous statement. I mean, it's 
an act of courage. It's a volunteering to be very vulnerable to 
open all your receptors and say, Come what may I'm going to let 
you in. You know, and yet I think it gives life dignity to say 
what is here deserves my attention and my witnessing. [01:40:35]
[22.7] 

[01:40:39] I was, you know, at one moment in my life, I was 
profoundly suicidal. Like, you know, I lost everything I valued 
in a love relationship ... family ... just seemed all gone 
overnight and I was profoundly unmoored. Like, nothing was 
holding me here and my pain felt so great that I'm like, I lost 
my taste for life. It's like or like nothing was holding me, 
basically. And and the really interesting thing about that moment 
was that was when I began to live. Like, now I'm no longer afraid 
of ... I had don't have any inhibitions. All those things that 
were inhibitions before, all the half life I lived to keep safe 
for I lost everything. So. I didn't feel like I could die right 
at that moment. I had a few things that I had to do, but so I did 
everything richly and I did whatever I wanted and not in the 
stupidly irresponsible way. Sometimes. But it was like the 
inhibitions were gone, and I was confronted with the fact that 
I'd never felt more alive than when I wanted to die. And I kind 
of witnessed it. And I went on feeling profoundly horrible for a 
long time. But I realized there was a choice in that. Like, just 
to give you a kind of silly example. I think I was laying face 
down in the grass, in the mountains on a sunny day. I feel 
terrible. You know, that's why I'm face down in the grass, but my 
eyes are open. And there's a flower right next to me. And I know 
it's beautiful. I know it's beautiful, and this is where the 



choice comes in, because in that moment, I realized. I have a 
desire to keep saying everything is awful. Can I live in the 
tension of knowing things can feel completely awful and wrong and 
the world is still beautiful? I think that makes the difference, 
sometimes. Sometimes somebody is like, no, I'm going to cut off 
from the flower and I close my eyes to that. That's a choice. I 
couldn't close my eyes to it. I knew I felt terrible and I knew 
the world was beautiful. And something grew in the middle over 
time that helped me survive because I was profoundly suicidal. 
And so it's like it's both. It's ugly and it's beautiful. But we 
get with narratives. You know, it's all beautiful. It's all ugly. 
Neither one is true. But in the truth, you can grow maturity, 
something mature and new, powerful. [01:43:46][186.8] 

[01:43:48] Netanal: I feel like in the maturity is something 
maybe that sounds like sometimes life is disappointing. Sometimes 
life really hurts. Sometimes I don't get what I want. Sometimes 
it's just a really bad day. Like just, you know, this is like 
more pages in a story than, like the book itself, you know? 
[01:44:12][24.4] 

[01:44:14] Netanal: Mm hmm. Mm hmm. Yeah. [01:44:17][2.6] 

[01:44:18] Netanal: And then we're truly witnessing well and 
truly living, and I think it's almost like gratitude and 
impoverishment. You can't feel impoverished and grateful at the 
same time. So you practice gratitude and then the impoverishment 
just kind of slithers away because there's only room, for one 
thing, in that particular box, and it feels a little like that. 
But more nuanced, which is there's beauty today, you know, and 
tomorrow it seems absent. It's yeah, it's pages. [01:44:53][34.8] 

[01:44:54] Netanal: Yeah. And you know, and we just have to take 
responsibility for how much choice is in the moment. Hard, 
difficult experiences can color the way we see things, but that 
is a choice, largely. It's it's not a choice that we're 
experiencing those things, but it is a choice if like like if, if 
you know, my relationship is just falling apart and I see a 
couple take one another's hand on the street. And I hate them, 
that's on me. Because what really happened was something that 
happened very fast. I thought it was beautiful. And then I gave 
it reference to myself and my pain and what I was missing, and 
then I externalize the blame onto them. But that happened so 
quickly, you know? But this is this is what the consciousness is 
like. Can we bring consciousness into the process? Can we say? 



And that's beautiful and I wish them well. I'm in pain right now, 
but I'm in pain because I felt that. [01:46:06][72.1] 

[01:46:07] Netanal: I'm in pain because I was fortunate enough to 
know that, [01:46:10][2.4] 

[01:46:11] Netanal: yeah. [01:46:11][0.0] 

[01:46:12] Netanal: And that was a big realization for me too. 
It's like, Oh, I've been gifted with so much love. I have pain 
because I had so much love. But so lucky, so lucky to have loved 
so profoundly, you know, in some ways, to only have loved 
profoundly. I don't I haven't had experience of like, you know, 
not, you know, or having some sort of different kinds of love. 
But I never got stuck with somebody that I just kind of half 
liked. [01:46:44][31.4] 

[01:46:45] Netanal: And stuck around. [01:46:46][0.5] 

[01:46:47] I've only loved people and like, and I've got pain 
because of that? How lucky not everybody gets that. [01:46:53]
[6.2] 

[01:46:54] Netanal: My friends, teenage son recently had his 
first heartbreak. Love romantic and he was devastated. And she, 
you know, I could. We could say for sure she would agree, is a 
helicopter parent, and she wanted to save him and jump in and 
make it better and do something. And I said, Oh no, no, no. If 
you don't let his heart break and then let his heart recover, 
he'll never in the future when he's facing the possibility of 
love, have the endurance, the capacity of wisdom. "Oh,I suffered 
once, but I got over it." I got another turn at bat. You have to 
let the suffering back to what we're saying earlier. The 
heartbreak occur. But I think what we're seeing now that's very 
vital is you have to remain grateful for the love you've had an 
opportunity to access. [01:47:47][52.2] 

[01:47:49] Netanal: Yeah, there are compensations like some 
things don't heal that well, but there are compensations. I heard 
a profound thing the other day that's similar to that. Like what 
your advice was and a friend of mine who was a gestalt teacher. 
He said that he had met a woman who was deathly afraid of being 
hurt, like physically hurt, like falling down. And it turned out 
that by some miracle, she had never been hurt. She had reached 
adulthood without banging an elbow badly or, you know, falling 
down, breaking anything being cut bad. She just hadn't had that 
experience. And she's terrified of it. And as a gestalt teacher, 



he realized. Oh, she doesn't know what everyone else knows that 
you can heal since she hasn't endured, you know, oh, that hurt 
for a week or months. It got better. You know, I lived, you know. 
She doesn't know that at all. You have to know it. [01:49:00]
[71.3] 

[01:49:02] Netanal: Yeah, if we if we can remember how sick we 
felt when we get sick and we're really sick, we would kill 
ourselves. But we forget, thank goodness. And now we move on to 
get sick again. But we have that database of like, I'm going to 
recover and be happy again and feel good again. But in the 
moment, you know, that was the rest of your life. You would just 
kill yourself. [01:49:22][20.4] 

[01:49:25] Netanal: Yeah, yeah. There used to be some talk, and I 
don't know how much truth there was, you know, but there used to 
be an example that was given of putting indigenous people in a 
jail. If you put an indigenous person into jail with his 
different concept of time and to live with clocks and so on. It 
seemed like a permanent state and they would die there, you know, 
fairly quickly. Yeah, it may be a, you know, not a true example, 
but there is something true about that.When we we don't know that 
it's not a permanent state we can deteriorate very quickly. I 
think I've had a lot of talks with people about grief and and 
I've heard stupid things said about grief. Like, you know, gets 
better, it just just goes away in time. One person said to me 11 
months, I almost hit him. [01:50:29][64.7] 

[01:50:30] Netanal: That's so not dating. [01:50:31][1.3] 

[01:50:32] Yeah, I almost hit him because it was such an insult 
to the pain that was being experienced. And the more I think 
about it, like, no, the grief or the pain and the love that it's 
connected to, sometimes you don't and like this is the Sufi 
teaching, also. You don't give up the pain because it's connected 
to the love. So if you want to cut off the pain, you're also 
cutting off the love. And so in order to keep the love, you keep 
the pain and the pain grows you. And in some ways, you don't lose 
it. It goes on, too. But new experiences happen. There are 
compensations. The flower does grow. You know, there are other 
things to look at. And yes, that will always, you know, whatever 
that is, remains a part of your being. It remains a loss. Remains 
painful. But you're not thinking about it all the time. If you 
touch it, you know it's a wound. But it doesn't mean you can't 
live and have a good life. [01:51:40][68.1] 



[01:51:41] And as you said earlier, it becomes our wisdom, our 
database internally of wisdom. Yeah. And I think it's fair to 
when people call these things initiations. Oh, yeah. Yeah, or as 
my Jewish mother would say, that that doesn't kill you makes you 
stronger. So she says it just like that. [01:52:03][21.9] 

[01:52:07] Netanal: You grew up in New York, or Jersey, 
[01:52:08][1.6] 

[01:52:09] Netanal: New York, Long Island. Yeah, not at all. 
Yeah, it's funny because I was adopted and I didn't know that 
until was like 30. And so, yeah, it was just a very funny, weird 
experience, not looking at all like my family, all the girls in 
high school, which was like 90 percent Jewish, asking where I got 
my nose job and them not believing that I didn't get one. And I 
was just like, oh my gosh. Yeah, funny. [01:52:39][29.7] 

[01:52:39] Netanal: That's hilarious. [01:52:39][0.2] 

[01:52:40] But, you know, similar to your your story of like, I 
lost everything. I have nothing left to fear and now I can live. 
You know, when I found out I was adopted having ideIntity taken 
away. It's a real grounded floor. You can throw anything at me, 
I've already lost the floor. I'm going to be OK. You know, talk 
about, you know, building a power from their difficulties. Like, 
that's a path that is now my superpower. There's nothing you 
could take away that will match what happened there. So, OK, I'm 
in. [01:53:13][32.5] 

[01:53:13] Netanal: Yeah, yeah, exactly. And the loss of identity 
is the biggest loss. You know, you take that from us. We don't 
know how to survive. You know that. And basically, that's what's 
happened to me, too. Like, you know, losing, you know, all your 
coordinates is the loss of your identity. So those coordinates 
aren't true anymore. You don't have access to them. You're just 
swimming in chaos. And if you survive it and you don't 
necessarily survive it. But if you do survive it, you're strong 
because you you've seen that the identities were impermanent and 
a lot of them were just constructions, and you can build a new 
one. In fact, the new one you discover is actually more true. 
[01:53:57][43.4] 

[01:53:58] Netanal: Yeah, I think for me also, it pointed me to 
the larger field of what I am, which is this universe. You know, 
we all have these core wounds. We carry through life, you know, 
and mine is so definitely abandonment but I felt and probably 
informed by that experience that people may have abandoned me, 



but the universe never has. Not ever, and I think it was in that. 
It can't - I am it. But that's a profound ground to stand on. I 
have never been abandoned by the universe, and I trust this to be 
solid. [01:54:38][39.9] 

[01:54:40] Netanal: Yeah, and there's a thing, too, about losing 
relationships if you lost them and you survived. You know that 
you can lose them. It's not that it will ever feel great, but 
it's a known. It's like, you know what? That woman doesn't know 
who had never been hurt, that you can endure. Something does 
endure.. Yeah. And there's a confidence from it. You know, you 
can't lose the universe. [01:55:07][27.4] 

[01:55:08] Netanal: No, I can't shake it off, no matter what I 
do. No. [01:55:12][3.7] 

[01:55:13] Netanal: Thank goodness. It's always there. [01:55:14]
[1.1] 

[01:55:17] Netanal: While we're recording, though, I do want to 
introduce our readers to that, in addition to the books you have 
already had authorship in, you have a book coming out shortly and 
is the title The Mirror of Love? [01:55:32][15.3] 

[01:55:35] Netanal: No, it's just called "Mirror of Love And 
Meditations On The Sufi Path Of Love." [01:55:42][6.6] 

[01:55:43] Netanal: And are they actually like meditations meant 
to be practiced or spoken like poetry or more essays? [01:55:52]
[8.7] 

[01:55:53] Netanal: It's an interesting sort of book because it's 
based on another book. There's a classic Sufi text that is very, 
very difficult. It's called the _____ and which means 
inspirations, and it's by the founder of the Sufi School of Love, 
Ahmet Ghazali. And the book has about seventy-seven chapters and 
a prologue, and they are all over the place like, turns out, they 
were letters written to a friend who wanted to hear about love 
and the metaphysics of love, and so Ghazali would just kind of 
write one of his ideas and send it off and collected these 77 
teachings. It's a messy book really hard to understand. And in 
that period of life that I was describing, this was my Bible. I 
just I went I never went anywhere without this book for three 
years. Sometimes I wasn't even reading it. I was just carrying it 
everywhere. I couldn't let go of it. And I was just wrestling 
with it in his ideas. And at a certain point, after about three 



years, it took me three years to finish it. It's a skinny book. 
See it here. [01:57:09][75.7] 

[01:57:10] Netanal: I love skinny books. [01:57:10][0.3] 

[01:57:15] It's an almost incomprehensible book, and I finally 
read it. Heartbroken just the way I'd started it, heartbroken. 
And by the end of three years, I was heartbroken again and 
reading its last chapters, and I closed it and I was on a trip. 
You know, when I closed it and I returned to Boulder and I got up 
from bed the next morning and I felt I knew something and I went 
right to my computer and I started writing two books. And I wrote 
on one and I wrote on another, and one of them was Mirror of 
Love. And for about a month or two months, I just would read 
briefly, one of these chapters in this book, close my eyes and 
then let it come out of me in a new form. And that's what Mirror 
of Love is. There's still difficult teachings, but they're 
they're a little cleaner and more modern than the way Ghazali 
taught them. So it's kind of like in the spiritual world there 
are like three levels of book. You know, the lower tier is an 
introductory book. We've got a lot of those. There's a second 
tier book that's like, you're on the path, and here's the stuff 
that we talk about. And then there's a third tier book, which is 
just hard stuff. They're hard ideas that take a lot of - that's 
what Mirror of Love is. So that does that needs a kind of 
apology. Like, so they're beautiful. A person can sense that 
they're beautiful, these teachings and these poems. But there's 
things they need meditation themselves, so they're a little less 
my meditations than they're the source of what you meditate on. 
[01:59:04][108.9] 

[01:59:06] Netanal: It sounds like it's a personal distillation 
from this other work. Yeah. Well, I'm excited. That sounds fun. I 
like things that are hard. [01:59:14][8.1] 

[01:59:16] Netanal: Yeah, there's a lot in it that I think is 
pretty good and useful, but there are things to chew there, just 
like you don't read it. You read one and you just think about it, 
and chew on it for the day. [01:59:30][13.2] 

[01:59:31] Netanal: Gayan Macher had said to me once a good, 
contemplative phrase or a good, contemplative anything, you know, 
it's good because you can just chew on it for forever and it'll 
continue to change and continue to produce nectar. Well, I hope 
your book does exactly that. I'm sure it will be lovely unless 
there's something you feel you wish to add. I will let you off 
the hook for now. [02:00:00][28.9] 



[02:00:03] Netanal: It's been a great hook to be on. I knew we 
would have a great conversation. I really appreciate it. 
[02:00:08][4.9] 

[02:00:59] Netanal: If I love myself, I love you. If I love you, 
I love myself. Rumi. [02:01:06][7.1] 

[02:01:23] Julie: And here is, If Not Now, When? Conversations 
with Alice Wyatt. [02:01:29][5.7] 

[02:01:41] For Mary. [02:01:41][0.3] 

[02:01:42] Julie: If you wander into a bookstore or browse the 
internet, you will come across the term the enneagram. The 
Enneagram, is a system of personality typing describing patterns 
and how people interpret the world and manage their emotions. I 
have never wanted to be somebody's wife or mother or even, bless 
his little heart, my grandson's grandmother, No. I want to be me. 
This is a strong personality trait of mine because I'm an 
Enneagram Four the individualist. My life was blessed with a 
mother in law who was the opposite of me in this way. She was in 
an Enneagram Two--the helper. Enneagram 2's are described as 
unselfish, altruistic, unconditional love. This defined Mary to a 
tee; she was one of the most generous, loving, kind women who 
have ever had the pleasure to meet. She was seemingly happy to be 
defined by her relationships with others. At least none of us 
ever thought to ask her if she felt otherwise. It's hard work 
dismantling the roles we define people by, but it is important. 
Our essence is divine. There's a wonderful chorus I used to sing 
in church. One of the lines is it's your breath in my lungs, so I 
pour out my praise. I loved the idea of God being breath, giving 
me life flowing in and out of me shared with every other living 
thing on Earth. I think this is what made Mary, a woman who 
touched the lives of so many people. She saw God in every single 
person she met and treated them as holy. She passed away 
recently, and I had the honor of writing an obituary for the 
local paper where she lived. I struggled to find the right words 
to convey who she was to people who might not have known her, not 
wanting to settle for trite words that had been penned many times 
before. I just began to write and this poem emerged. Rather than 
being a tribute to Mary. It was a search within myself, a 
realization of the sins of omission when it came to my 
relationship with her. Here's the poem. Dedicated for Mary, my 
very favorite mother-in-love. She always used to call me her 
daughter-in love, so I thought that worked. [02:04:18][155.6] 



[02:04:20] Today I plant flowers and think of you. They are from 
a discount rack. 50 cents I believe. I put them in the car trunk 
and promptly forget them. They are discovered three days later, 
not only still alive, but blooming. You would have called it a 
Christmas miracle, even though it is June. As I make a hole in 
the black dirt, slip each flower out of its plastic pot, push the 
roots in, press soil all around, I think of you, blooming. 
Despite being imprisoned in a life that was devoted to the care 
of others. I say imprisoned with my own prejudice, projecting 
emotions onto you, that may have never been. But you were defined 
by your relationships. Each loved one had a different name for 
you, a name that came with a box, a box that sometimes had a 
lock, something you only realized when you tried to get out. Be 
just you. I remember the phone calls, I was the daughter in love, 
one step removed. Living far away. Perhaps you thought of me as a 
safe place to vent. My regret is I was too young. I still had you 
in a box of my own. I knew you were a mother, a sister, a wife, a 
friend, just like me. But I didn't realize you were also angry, 
hurt, scared, filled with dreams. A woman just like me. I try to 
live a life of few regrets, but if I could go back, I would send 
the children out to play, make myself a cup of tea, sit there 
with the phone to my ear for as long as it took to let you be 
just you for as long as you need. Today, I plant flowers and 
think of you. Tough little violas, the flower that just keeps 
blooming. They are at their best when tea roses have gone 
dormant, trumpet vines are empty brown ropes, sunflowers and 
hydrangeas and showy zinnias are long gone. I will miss you to 
the end of my days. You loved me with a true love. Even more, you 
saw me for who I was and loved me all the same. You let me be 
just me. [02:06:55][154.4] 

[02:06:57] Mary is gone now. We'll never read or hear these 
words, but maybe right now this moment with me will allow you to 
see beyond the role a loved one plays in your life, beyond their 
astrological sign or even their enneagram Number. Maybe you will 
let them be just who they are. An extension of God's Breath 
breathed into your life. [02:07:22][25.3] 

[02:07:49] Astronauts and cosmonauts explore outer space, but 
there's an inner world as well. So let's explore it beyond light 
and sound. Time and space. Join us as we listen in to an 
experienced Innernaut. Get introduced to a new language to 
describe uncharted inverted space through the portal of dreams. 
[02:08:19][29.5] 



[02:08:22] Amin: Archetypal were playing out. I need to try to 
discuss something that is a little bit hard to talk about because 
I don't have any good references to anything that has ever been 
written about the subject before. I need to go back and try to 
put some stuff together to show how it builds to where you come 
out with this understanding and awareness. It is said that the 
universe is light and that manifestation is sound. And yet the 
inner and the outer are also one in the same. And in that way, we 
are the micro to the macro. We are sound and we're also light. 
The macro as light is reflective, and that is why we with our 
senses can pick up colors. We can perceive how light works, and 
that effect is more than we can comprehend. Light is an aspect of 
time, as light travels 186 thousand miles per second. We have an 
octave in the physical that functions in time and space 
orientation in a denser capacity, since sound is condensed in a 
little over two tenths of a mile per second. You can go along in 
life and have a flicker of light. And at the same time, have a 
frame that is not holding the essence. The propensity, though, is 
to always pull toward the essence. So the next frame pulls back 
to the essence. In life, that can be just a split second. But 
then if that frame itself has to live itself in the outer, you 
can be out of sync with the Heart-essence for a whole lifetime. 
But it's commonly known that there is a yearning or a quality 
about oneself that comes back to being nothing but nothingness, 
pure light. Something like that. That's what predominates in the 
end because that's who we really are, as we are God. And there's 
nothing that exists except God. There is no God, but God. 
[02:10:41][139.5] 

[02:10:43] Innernaut: Well, the dilemma for the human being who 
is functioning with their mind-senses in time and space thinks 
that the thoughts are their own, but they're not. They're 
reflecting in the micro the quality of something of themselves in 
life that is contaminated. That contamination is an influence 
that is said to be archetypal. Each person has their own little 
archetypes that they have to contend with that are deviations as 
they exist in terms of how they perceive the light. In other 
words, some are more this color and some are more that color. So 
we all have slight deviations. But there are just four central 
ones that predominate. Mankind exists in this way in a kind of a 
very unusual, slowed down dynamic seeking to come back to the 
essence of it all. And you can have experiences of that, and you 
are meant to have the experience of light while in the physical 
body. By the way, this actually surprised me a couple of nights 
ago that I can perceive something differently in how it is on the 
light compared to how it is on the dense outer where you're just 



caught having to live a particular blanked out freeze frame 
flicker of a lifetime. So you have this catastrophic life, except 
that some part of you has a really faint echo of a tiny little 
light or whatever it is of knowing that there's so much more. 
[02:12:28][105.3] 

[02:12:46] For the rest of this field report on archetypes and 
many other channeled meditation dreams from our Innernaut, please 
go to HTTP://www.listeningin.net. [02:12:53][6.6] 

[02:13:04] Julie: Next time on Nameless, we explore the things we 
humans do approximately 22000 times a day. Breathe. Amin 
interviews flute maker Ingrid Berg about her 40 years experience 
with breath practices, and Wendy talks to scientist Mina Lebitz 
about how our bodies use oxygen and so much more. And Amin tells 
his own personal story on how he healed himself from sleep apnea. 
If you have enjoyed our content, please be sure to hit the 
Subscribe button on your favorite platform to get the latest 
episodes of "Nameless -- Evolution Begins Within" every other 
week. For more channelled work from our Innernaut, please go to 
ListeningIn.Net. You can also follow us on Facebook, Twitter, 
Instagram and YouTube. Transcripts of the show are available in 
English, Spanish, Turkish or Hindi at the HTTP://
www.namelessshow.com. And please email your transcripts, request 
for another language or questions to the 
NamelessShowpodcast@gmail.com. [02:14:14][69.3] 

[02:14:18] In our prep work for the Nameless Show, we have come 
across some provocative quotes. We've culled three hundred and 
sixty five of these from our work with quantum mechanics, 
mysticism and alchemy to post on our Twitter feed. Daily Dervish. 
Dervishes are infamous for saying or doing something disruptive 
to the collective amnesia. Get your daily the disruption on 
Twitter.com by subscribing to Daily Dervish. [02:14:47][28.5] 

[02:14:49] Julie: Time is precious in this dimension. Thank you 
for spending some of yours with us. None of this would be 
possible without our dedicated team of lightworkers Cheryl Ray, 
Carol B, David, Clare, Yoselyn Riojas and Rain Juvoli. The theme 
Sound for a Nameless was created by Rob Carey, at Cosmic Turtle 
sound Studios, Truth or Consequences, New Mexico. Additional 
music provided by Rob Carey. Paul Lee, Dan Gallagher, Rory Merola 
and AJ Pantaleo. Voice over acting talent for the Innernaut 
segment by Jasna Brown, Theresa Langston or John Bellemer. The 
Nameless Show. Copyright 2022 under Sofia Unity Foundation. 
Wisdom is one. [02:14:49][0.0] 
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